Shift of atrial reentrant tachycardia with transient entrainment to an uncommon and a common type of atrial flutter.
Atrial reentrant tachycardia (ART) which demonstrated transient entrainment shifted to an uncommon type of atrial flutter (AF) with premature atrial stimulation, and then returned to ART spontaneously. Subsequently, this ART shifted to a common type of AF by rapid atrial pacing, which was further transformed into an uncommon type of AF and finally terminated by rapid atrial pacing. The mechanism of AF in clinical cases is still controversial, but in this case, AF, both uncommon and common types, is considered due to macro-reentry within the atria. To explain the shift of ART to AF and mutual transformation between common and uncommon type of AF, we made a schematic figure of reentry loop within the atria of ART and AF.